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AGENDA FOR 3 DAYS

• Day 1- focus on rich tasks
• Day 2- focus on intentional teaching/

deconstructing curriculum
• Day 3- focus on question sequencing

Assessment considerations will be woven through 
particularly Days 2 and 3.



LET’S GET STARTED

• A third shape is more like shape A than shape B.

• What might it look like? Why?

A B



OPEN QUESTIONS AS A TOOL

•What are open questions?
•Why are they a good thing to 
do?
•What makes them rich?
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WHAT IS AN OPEN 
QUESTION?
•A question that has lots of correct 
solutions and maybe that can be 
interpreted in different ways.
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WHAT IS AN OPEN 
QUESTION?
•Tell me some things about 10.
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WHAT IS AN OPEN 
QUESTION?
•What numbers could you 
model with 12 base ten 
blocks?
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12 BLOCKS

66                       12                  

156                     120

345                     300

1047                   111
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WHAT IS AN OPEN 
QUESTION?
•A rectangle has an area that is not 
many square inches, but a perimeter 
that is 80”. What do you know about 
the rectangle?
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HOW DOES IT HELP WITH ALL 
LEVELS?
•Different kids address it at the level they 

are ready to address it at.

• For example, if I want kids to see that if 
you add consecutive whole numbers, you 
always get an odd number, I might ask:
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HOW DOES IT HELP WITH ALL 
LEVELS?
•Choose a whole number.
•Add it to the next number.
• Figure out the answer.

• Let’s record all our answers. What do 
you notice?
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WHEN IS IT RICH?

• It is richer when it has easy entry, 
but where strong students can take 
it even farther, often by generalizing.
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WHEN IS IT RICH?

• For example, you think of two numbers. 

•When you add them, the answer is 10 
more than when you subtract them.

•What could they be?
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MAYBE

•10 and 5

•3 and 5

•100 and 5
•2 and 5

Hmm?
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MAYBE
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EXAMPLES

•Use EXACTLY 20 counters.

•Arrange them into 3 piles so that one 
pile is BIG and the others are not.

• How many might be in each pile?



MAYBE

•16   2    2

•15   3    2

•18   1    1
•20   0    0



EXAMPLES

•Use EXACTLY 20 counters.

•Arrange them into 3 piles so that one 
pile is twice as big as another.

•How many could be in each pile?



MAYBE

•  1    2     17
•   2   4      14
•   3   6      11
•   4   8       8
•   5   10     5



OR

•You have red, blue and green counters.

•There is 1 more RED than BLUE.

•There are 2 more GREEN than BLUE.

•How many counters could there be 
altogether?



OR

• Red      Blue        Green

• 5              4           6

• 2              1           3

• 10            9           11

So totals of 15, 6, 30. What do you notice?



OR

•How are 10 and 45 alike? Different?

• (or 3/5 and 4/9)?



OR

•What might the story be if you solve 
the problem by figuring out 12 – 8?



OR



OR

•How many baby steps make a giant 
step?



OR

• [][]  + [][]  is closer to 80 than 
to 90.

•What could the two numbers 
be?



OR

•You add two numbers.

•You also subtract them.

•The sum is double the difference.
•What might the numbers be?



MAYBE

•3 & 9

•4 &12

•10 & 30



BECAUSE





MORE EXAMPLES
•What might this graph be all about? Why 

does your answer make sense?



MORE EXAMPLES

•Create a repeating pattern that has a 
LOT more squares than triangles.
•What could the core be?



MAYBE



MORE EXAMPLES

• This red triangle is the 5th shape in a pattern.

•What might the pattern have been?





OR

• You add two 2-digit numbers that are 
ABOUT 20 apart and the sum is CLOSE to 
75.

•What might the numbers be?



OR

• Did you start with numbers 20 apart? Then 
what?

• Did you start with sums to make 75? Then 
what?



OR

• You read a number and say exactly 3 words.

• How big could it be?

• How small?



MORE EXAMPLES
• You sorted some shapes and these two belonged 

together.

• What might the sort rule have been?



OR

• _____ is 4 less than _____.

•What numbers could go in the blanks?

•Which of the two numbers is bigger? 
Why?



OR

• You show a number with base ten blocks.
• You use a LOT more ten rods than one 
cubes.
•What could the number be?

• 91 or 191  or  122   or  309



MAYBE

•A pile of 8 coins is worth the same 
amount as a pile of 18 coins. 
•What coins might be in each pile?

•Change 2 quarters to nickels and 2 dimes 
to nickels





OR

•Make a pattern block design that is 
½ yellow.





MORE EXAMPLES

• _____ is 1/3 of _____.

•What numbers could go in the blanks?

•Which of the two numbers is bigger? Why?



MORE EXAMPLES

•A fraction is just a LITTLE more than 2/3.

•What could it be?



OR

•How many might be in each yellow box ? 
In each red?



OR MAYBE THIS ONE
• There is a plate with more than 30, but less than 100, 

cookies.

• You think it is VERY EASY to share those cookies 
EQUALLY onto either 3 plates or 5 plates.

• How many cookies might there have been?



•What numbers can you NOT make by using 
only 3s, 7s,  and +s?

• e.g.  You can make 10 since 10 = 7 + 3 or 9 
since 9 = 3 + 3 + 3



MORE EXAMPLES



• Is it true that when a numerator and 
denominator of one fraction are closer together 
than the numerator and denominator of another, 
it is bigger?

[] []
[]                   []

Bigger ?? 

Close Far} }



MORE EXAMPLES

•Create a problem where it would make 
sense to divide by 8.

•Why would it make sense?



•A rectangle’s length is twice its width.

•What do you know, for sure, about its 
area and perimeter?



OR

• Draw a small rectangle.

• Create a bigger rectangle of which 
the small rectangle is a part. Tell what 
fractional part it is.



You multiply two 2-digit numbers and 
model with base ten blocks.

• The model uses 18 blocks.

•What did it look like? What did you 
multiply?



60 x 30



30 x 42



21x 42



21x 33



You need to find the perimeter of a shape, but 
one side length is missing.

You still think it’s possible without using a 
ruler.

What could the shape look like and what 
dimensions would you have been given?



40”

25”

40”



40”

60”

20”

25”

35”

???



MORE EXAMPLES

•Which computation does not belong? Why?

42 x 54
2 x 1134
2000 + 268
21 x 107



BRAIN BENDERS



BRAIN BENDERS



BRAIN BENDERS



CREATE YOUR OWN

• Strategy 1: Start with an answer.

• You added numbers and the answer is 24. 
What did you add?



CREATE YOUR OWN

• Strategy 2: Choose your own values.

• Choose two 2-digit numbers.

• The answer should be more than 200 when 
you multiply them.

•What could they be?



CREATE YOUR OWN

• Strategy 3: Two blanks

• ____ is 3 times _____.

• ____ is 4 more than _____.



CREATE YOUR OWN

•Strategy 4: What do you know 
if…

•[][]3 + [][]8 = [][][]1?



YOUR JOB

•Try  some of these or variations of 
these problems (or your own  open 
questions) before we meet again.
•We will talk about what happened.



SOME SOURCES



DOWNLOAD

•www.onetwoinfinity.ca

•Recent presentations

•TDSBPJ

http://www.onetwoinfinity.ca/

